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Jacks Notes 

1) Voting is being faked. 

2) Representatives are rolling over. 

3) Political process is all a theater. 

4) Everything is fraud unless we balance it out. 

5) USA has 450 million firearms. 

6) US public is soft. 

7) They (the Deep State/globalist) are well on their way. 

8) Their tactic is divide and conquer. 

9) They want us on each other throats. 

10) New World Order = COMPLETE WORLD ORDER = SUBSERVIEANT  CITIZENS 

11) Central Bank Digital Currency is part of the globlist/Deep State Plan. 

12) They keep you waiting for the next Durham report so you think something will be done. 

13) Q called Alex Jones bad, "trust in the plan", Q is AI controlled. 

14) One third of the Right Wing sat on their thumbs because they are getting their assess 

kicked. 

15) The Deep State/globalist are creating constant chaos, e.g.  Virus + separation + isolation 

+ masking + kids out of school are part of the 5th Generation Warfare model (General 

Flynn book). 

16) Stew does not like Trump as he supported vaccination, i.e. biological warfare. 

17) AI programming could take decades. 

18) ONE WEC speaker (Emmanuel ?) spoke that "there will be no need for your votes in the 

futures, i.e. AI will vote for you. 

19) "We (NOW) are going to rewrite scriptures and make you into gods. 

20) God demands free will however.  (This is a profound fundamental truth) 

a. Jack note; I have read the Law of One 5 book series and it is worth checking out - 

link here for the free contents or buy the books from them Not Amazon -   

b. https://www.lawofone.info/  

21) Google AI is executing already at speeds incomprehensible, i.e. Anti USA, Anti 

Christian, Blocking all organic support, etc. 

22) These people breaching this globalism do not even believe their own cause. 

23) Anti humanism is destructive behavior. 

24) They the Deep State/globalist AGENDA is about complete world domination. 

25) Launching bio weapons, social credit scores, central bank digital currencies for ID 

tracking. 

26) Obviously these people are not morally upright! 

27) There will be Nuremberg accountability for their crimes, e.g. killing for cash, mutilation, 

etc. 

28) Stew Peters is seeing a sense of urgency with his 3 kids and a single dad. 

29) He gets 300 to 400 emails per day! 

30) His web site is - https://stewpeters.com/ 

31) He is an author, speaker and producer. 
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32) Jack note:  He looks like Tom Hanks. 

33) "My people perish for lack of knowledge." - Stew Peters biblical reference. 

34) Check out the intro of his new movie Died Suddenly" and sign up for his emails, free or 

subscription. - https://stewpeters.com/. 

 

35) Here is Stew Peters 51 minute MUST WATCH  testimony with Alex Jones - 

a. https://www.infowars.com/posts/stew-peters-is-on-fire-the-globalist-plan-to-use-

ai-to-neutralize-dissent/ 

b. Scroll to second row down and click on arrow. 
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